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SURVIVE IN THE ARCTIC • WATCH FOR ICE

The Man Who Jumps for Your Life!
If you go down in the ice and snow country, or for

that matter, in any wilderness, the pararescue member

a

of the USAF team literally jumps into action for

'

your survival. His prime mission is to get to you the
fastest with the mostest equipment to help you survive
until rescued. Do your part for the team by knowing
how to take care of yourself while waiting for help.
Know all you can abou t survival until your team
reaches the scene .. . it may be a long journey home.
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l

I

1
pararescue leads
the survival team

•

Winter Section . . .
With winter rapidly approachin g,
the time has come for all good pilots
to start reviewing the procedures
which experience has shown will help
them to avoid becoming victims of
winter Aying hazards. The fact that
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In the far north the natives' abilities often
pull the white men through the tight spots .
If you follow the Eskimo's lead, you'll . . .

SURVIVE IN THE ARCTIC!
By Majo r Ha rold L. Strong, Medical Safety Division
Directorate Flight Safety Research
AY IT NEVER happen to you!

M

But if it doros- your hide will
be a lot better off if you digest
these few hard facts and suggestions
about your Arctic Survival.
Omitting the human factor, actual
survival has fo ll owed the same basic
pattern all over the entire world .
The primary req uisite for survival
is preparation . The active req uisite is
precaution.
These two phases of survival are
inseparable. In polar survival they
are an a bsolute necessity. P ossession
of the pro per equipment ; the knowledge of how to use it where and when
required and the will to live- these
are the bedrock " musts."
In the Arctic, the primitive living
ways of the Eskimo and Indians provide the key for land, sea and sea ice
survival. Their fire buildin g and fat
burning techniques; sod and snow
shelters; use of furs and grasses for
body warmth, their hunting and fi shin g methods, especially in winter,
and their sea ice living and travelthese are the big payoff bonuses for
those who value their continued ex·
istence. One man who possesses this
kn owledge can save th e entire crew.

The saga of early Arctic exploration
is fi ll ed with acknow ledgments of the
no r thern native's abilities to pu ll the
white men through the tight spots.
Beginning at the beginning, survival training should be accomplished by air crews as units- complete flight units of offi cers and airmen. The reason for this is plain. In
an emergency, orderl y p rocedure is
vital. The value of teamwork canno t
be over-estimated. Again, let us stress
the fac t that subconscious · compliance with orderly emergency procedure is vital to survival especially
in the initial phases of bailout, landin g and the first steps to securing
one's self.

is certain that cases of third degree
fros tbite wou ld have been numerous,
to say the very least. I t is true that
one engine was on fire when the plane
crashed , but the point is that the subconscious survival procedure inclu ded onl y immediate bodily survival with no regard for even the next
fi ve minutes of existence as individ uals or as a gro up.

Review a Crash

To fo restall such action, it should
be ap parent that crash-landin g, water-ditching, and bail out procedures
must be continually reviewed and
practi ced.
Once do wn, the length of yo ur existence as survivors is directly dependent upon the speed with whi ch
search planes find you .

As an example, let us review the
crash of a B-29 on takeoff at Ladd
Field, Alaska. Lu ckil y, it was a takeoff crash at the edge of the fi eld. No
one was badl y hurt - but when the
pl ane came to rest - out went the
crew- with not one shred of survival
equipment or proper clothing. The
ambient temperature was - 54° F.
Had they cracked up 10 miles from
the fi eld , it is very doubtful tha t help
would have reached th em in time. It

In the Arctic winter, snow writin g
is a most effective means of signal ling. There is a qualifi c·ation here,
however. The writing, to lie visible
and legibl e from the air, mu st possess color contrast. On snow the contrast can be made by removin g shallow snow f t om the ground or by diggin g deep trenches in deep snow to
create shadows. When the light is
faint, as is the case in the depth of
winter, th e tre nch mu st be fill ed with

\
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About the Author . .

.

Major Harold Strong knows whereof he speaks. Since 1927, he has lived
and worked and served in the far
reaches of the Arctic Circle.
By uti lizing Eskimo methods, he
was able to develop an Arctic survival technique, which has been
adopted by the Air Force. From 1942
to 1945, he was Base Rescue Officer
for the Greenland Base Command,
working in close cooperation with
Col. Bernt Balchen, one of the Air
Force's top Arctic specialists.
After the war, he founded and con ducted the Arctic Indoctrination
School at Marks AFB, Nome, Alaska.

some dark liner. Besides aircraft
parts, spruce branches, drift logs,
brush and tundra moss can be used
on land. Rags, insulation of the
plane, etc., can be used on sea ice.
Sea marker from your life raft or
vest can be used as a signal on snow
or on open water leads or cracks within the sea ice. Check to make sure
your life raft contains the dry marker. For use on snow, dilute the powder in water if available. It will cover
a much greater area when sprinkled.
In timber country, both wi nter and
summer, every green spruce tree of
good height is a potential day-smoke
or night-flare-signal of excell ent visibi lity. Select a tree that is heavi ly
branched- and in winter one that is
not over 10 or 15 feet high. Big trees
are too hard to keep free of snow.
Gather the dry dead twigs from
other trees. Beat them free from frost
and snow. They must be dry. Then
!mild a big "bird's nest" of them in
the lowest branches of the tree you
luive selected for the signal. Light the
"bird's nest" and watch the tree go
up like a Roman candle. You cannot
make a better night or day signal.
The smoke and flame are visible for
miles. Don 't confine yourse lves to
j ust one tree if you are lucky eno ugh
to land in timbered terrain - make
plenty. Build them as high up as you
can on ridge and hilltop . Gasoline
thrown on the " bird 's nest" reall y

At left is one good type of Arctic
Tarpaulins or parachutes are thrown
to serve as a windbreak. The airplane
if properly banked with snow.
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starts them off with a bang. Oilsoaked rags are good also for quick
starting. J ust be careful in summer
that you don't light up more than
you bargained for.
Your airplane is itself a good
marker. Keep the parts you are not
living in free from snow as long as
you possibly can - especiall y the
wings and the top half of the fuselage. The tail takes care of itself
since it generally blows clear.
If your fuselage is livable, screen
off just enough room to live in, using
parachu tes or snow blocks. Be sure
to cover the entire outside of your
living space at least one foot thick
with snow. Keep it covered to prevent
heat loss. Any place is warmer than
a bare fuselage exposed to the cold
and wind. The bare metal is a conductive super thief of your precious
heat.

" .. . snow writing is a most effective
means of signalling. "

eye slit guards are proof of
Eskimo ingenuity ... "

Use the Plan e
In the dead of winter, if you build
snow wall s under a wing, bank the
whole shelter, including the wing so
that a dome effect is formed . If this
banking is not well done, the wing
wi ll vibrate in high wind, squashing
the top blocks and letting in the driving snow. The constant vibration of
the wing makes repair impossible until the wind has ceased.
The weight of the banked snow on
top of the wing will reduce vibration
and provide insulation . However,

tent being constructed with snowshoes .
and tied over the improvised ridgepoles
fuselage can also serve as a good shelte r
The snow will serve as insulation .

" The best blubber stove is made from
a coffee can ."
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. you can break in on the eating
cyc le."

just to forewarn you, the under side
of the wing will condensate, even
from your body heat and breath. So
each time you build a fire, it will
drip. Bru hing off the accumulated
frost prior to lighting your fire will
reduce the drip. The so lution is to
evacuate and build a snow cave.
Waking up with two feet of swirling snow over you and stumbling
around in the dark trying to find
your precious gear and li ght to block
up again in a vortex of flying snow
is strictly for penguins.
If you happen to be in the vicinity
of a lon g deep snowdrift extending
from a pressure ridge on sea ice, a
high bank on the coast, a deep gu lley
filled with snow, or an ice cap, then
by all means di g a snow cave. The
snow cave i the easiest to construct,
most secure, and warmest of any type
of snow shelter.

Know First Aid

Don't attempt the superman
of igloo bu ilding .

method

First Aid procedure, with special
reference to the prevention and treatment of fro stbite and snow blindness,
is of major importance.
It is a good plan to see that one
man forward and one man aft in
multi-engine aircraft take advanced
courses in the administration of
blood plasma, drugs, surgical sewing and emergency amputations. This
suggestion is of particular importance especially as regards polar
emergencies. Long range flights over
great uninhabited areas indicate what
otherwise may well be fatal delay
in the arrival of outside medical help.
Frostbite is an old acquaintance of
all you who have flown high altitude
missions. Those who live in the Arctic know that to get frostbitten is

solely due to bad planning or just
plain carelessness. They go on the
basis that if you are properly fixed,
then the fixes you get into can't fix
you.
This same code of advance prevention applies to snow blindness. This
affliction is as crippling as two broken legs and two broken arms. The
terrific number of pure and refracted
solar rays literally burn your eyes.
You will lie in excruciating pain for
from three to six days in one of the
prettiest flaming holocausts you cou ld
ever hope to see. You can go snow
blind on foggy misty days as well
as in bright sun light when the sun is
high.
Luckily, the snow blindness season
only lasts on the low lands from
about the 15th of March until the
snow melts in late June. On the sea
ice, it is waiting for you from about
the first of April right straight
through the summer and well into
October. At high altitudes on perma·
nent snow cover danger exists at all
times.
To avoid snow blindness, never be
without your sun glasses. Carry an
extra pair. Daub your cheek bones
and the areas over and under your
eyes with burnt wood or soot from a
stove or oil fire. These "blackeyes"
will cut down refraction from those
surfaces.
If you have the hard luck to lose
all your glasses, let us hope you have
some wood, bone, or plastic out of
which you can fashion two " lenses,"
having a small slit not over ljl6 of
an inch wide and about one inch
long. These slits should be located
so that the center of the slit will center on your pupil when the lens is

How to Live Longer

Snow shoes make travel much easier
in the Arctic.

4

Your parachute can be a life saver when you're down in
ice and snow country. It can be used in many ways. Here are
some of those ways :
• Clothing; mukluk boots, puttees, neck and face cloths, eye
shields, hats, handkerchiefs, scarfs.
• Shelter; blankets, bed-rolls, tents, lean-tos .
• Hunting and fishing equipment; slingshots, snares, fishhooks and lines, seines and nets.
• First aid; litters, splints, bandages, dressings and slings.
• Miscellaneous; travel pack, sails, awnings, snowshoesyou can even make a blackjack of your parachute.

FLY I NG
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An ice saw is a valuable tool in the Arctic. These men, w ho
are going through train ing at a survival school, are using
saws to cut snow blocks fo r an ig loo shelter against the cold .

held to it. The slit can be easily
made by making up or splitting each
lens in two pieces and tying them to gether after cutting the slit. The material should be about 1/ 4 inch thick
where the slit is cut. Blackening the
top and bottom of the slit is of great
help. Even a strip of cloth-the darker and heavier the better- is a help.
Simply cut slits and ravel the edges
a bit.
The eye slit guards are one proof
of Eskimo ingenuity. By blocking off
better than 60 per cent of the refracted rays, slit guards of any type
will serve in an emergency. They
should, however, not be used over
long continuous periods of time.
Your eyes will tell you when to
head in for a shaded or dark place.
You will first start blinking, as your
eyes start to water. Stop right there
and duck for the dark if you possibly
can.
If you don't, you will find that your
vision will take on a pinkish haze
that will deepen in color as you blink
harder and the tears run faster. Soon
all you will see is a flaming, whirling vortex. That is all you will see
because you can no longer hold your
eyes open.
Snow blindness, like frostbite, can
be prevented in all but the most exceptional cases. Believe us, the pains
taken to assure prevention are worth
your most earnest effort.

Your Survival Kit
In the Arctic, just as anywhere
else, it is the things you haven't done
and the things you don't have that
make you lose out. There is no phone
OCTOBER, 1952

Here, the snow b locks a re going together-notice the technique towa rd dome type construction for strength and
w hich also minimizes the w ate r drip from melting snow.

or store once you are down in the
north country! It's strictly what you
have with you when you crash land
or bail out, at least until you are
found.
Those who have their airplanes
with them are lucky indeed. As you
know, a wealth of material is in a
plane-even though it may be pretty
well bent or burnt. Don't throw away
anything. Keep everything-even the
bones of a seal are needles, spears,
parts of a stove. You never can tell
just what you may need. The stuff
first considered useless may be just
what you need, those seal bones, for
instance. The seal's blubber won't
burn without a wick. They are the
wick. Make a little pyramidal pile
of its bones on a stone or metal sheet.
Use the shoulder blade as a shelf for
the blubber. Saturate a small rag
with oil from the blubber, light it,
place it inside the bone pile and lay
the blubber carefully on the shoulder blade on top of the pile. The heat
will render the oil from the piece of
blubber. The oil will drip on the
heated bones and ignite.
The best blubber stove is made
from a standard one-pound coffee can
with the cover removed. Punch it full
of holes - small holes not over a
quarter of an inch in diameter are
best. Punch the sides and the bottom.
Build a wick from a piece of canvas,
dry tundra moss, or a piece of seal
skin with the hair side up. Having
impregnated the wick with oil , light
it and place the perforated coffee can
over the flame. Lay the blubber on
top of the can. The oil, dripping
from the blubber into the heated air
inside the can, will burn far hotter

than it does when the blubber is
placed directly on the wick without
the can.
The can is the white man's innovation, but the bone and blubber fire
has served the Eskimos from time
immemorial. The smell of burning
blubber is somewhat akin to that
which rises from the Chicago stockyards on a hot July day, but the
cheery flame will certainly neutralize
the odor.
You can construct a stove to burn
the oil from your aircraft or the gasoline in the tanks. Just a word of
warning about the oil in cold weather.
Get it out of the aircraft as quickly
as you can before it solidifies and is
lost to you. Don't bother about a
container if one is not handy-let it
run into the snow. It will solidify
there where it will be available when
needed.
Snow is the greatest thief in the
Arctic. Things dropped are covered
and very hard to find. Things left out
are often buried during a storm or
blown away. Be ever so careful of
what you have! Don't lay things
down outside "just for a minute."
The storm may be a long one. All
caches outside your shelter should be
marked by poles. They must be firm1y planted so that the wind cannot
flatten and bury them. If you have no
poles, run a line from the cache to a
stake at the entrance of your shelter.
You can dig along the line to your
cache.
We know three members of a rescue party who left their motor sled
with most of their supplies not more
than twelve feet from where they dug
a shelter on the Greenland Ice Cap.
5

The storm lasted three days. They
never found their sled. Digging living quarters for the crew one month
later, the sled was found buried fourteen fee t under the snow.

Use Snow Blocks
On the other hand, snow is the Arctic traveller's best friend. It supplies
the only construction materials for
shelter on the barren tundra and sea
ice. Dug into, it is shelter. Cut in
blocks, it is a house. Over it skiis
and sleds slide. Without it, ground
travel in the Arctic would be restricted to rivers and sea ice.
Con trary to general opinion, there
is not a great deal of snow in the
higher latitudes. What there is is
blown into the form of drifts about
ice hummocks and pressure ridges on
the sea ice.
On the barren tundra, the tufts of
last summer's grasses are always visible. The winds sweep all snow that
is not held between the dark tufts on
and on until it falls into a depression
or over a high bank. If the winds did
not clear these exposed areas there
would be no musk ox or caribou in
the Arctic.
It is one of the many paradoxes of
the Arctic that drifts will soon form
around a crashed plane on exposed
barren tundra, thus presenting the
survivors with snow blocks for shelter where before there was none. On
the other hand, the very fact that the
tundra blows so clear can prove a
godsend to a winter wayfarer in hard
times. Moss and twigs can be dug out
for a fire. Last summer's blueberries

can be found. Game is easier to see
and trail.
The polar pack is not the dead
white waste it appears to be. True, it
is not a land of plenty, but polar
bear kill seals. The foxes fo llow the
bears to clean up the kill. The live
seals eat Arctic cod. The cod eat
plankton. Crabs eat what the bear ·
and seal spill. Walrus eat clams they
dig from the ocean's bottom. Birds
swoop down on the remnants of anything. If you have luck and a littl e
savvy you can break into this eating
cycle and fare far from badly.
A shelter can be built out of ice
blocks sawed from a newly frozen
lead and frozen together. It is a cold
shelter and it will drip but it is better than nothing if there's a storm .
If you are lucky enough to have an
architect in your bunch, you can
really go to town. The ice slabs are
right down the modernistic alley. A
good heavy saw should be in every
aircraft fl ying the polar areas- not a
carpenter's saw-but piece of a crosscut saw about 18 inches long. It is
fine for digging snow caves as well
as cutting ice blocks, sawing driftwood or frozen timber.

The W ill to Live
Not the least of your problems may
be one which lies in your own mind.
You have to fight against losing the
will to live.
There have been cases of crews
forced down in the Arctic and getting
past all the initial hardships but
gradually cracking up mentally as
their hopes for rescue wane from day
to day. Loneliness, a feelin g of help-

lessness, boredom, worry a·n d the inability to satisfy completely such physical needs as hunger and thirst are all
unseen enemies which you must fight
against. The weapons you have to use
in this fight are activity, ingenuity,
humor, a fighting spirit and faith .
Probably the best of these weapons
is well directed action because it not
only aids in your mental fight, but
also helps to improve yo ur physical
situation. After a few days of Arctic
loneliness, success in snaring a rabbit, fixing up a more comfortable
shelter, rigging up a signaling device
- almost anything you accomplish
will give a great mental lift. Set yo urself small tasks which will keep you
busy and help to pass the time until
yo u are rescued.
Don't lose track of the days. Keep
a record of time even if you have to
do it by scratching on a small stick or
by putting a pebble in a special pocket
each day. It may not seem important
now, but you can draw comfort just
from knowing whether it is Monday,
Friday or Sunday.
These are only a few of the high
points of Arctic survival. We, who
know the tundra and the polar ice,
all realize one thing: we continue to
learn something new every day. And
the amusing fact is that so many of
the little survival " tricks" we learn
are very simple, like rubbing a wet,
common match head in one's hair to
dry it so it will strike. We saw an
old Eskimo woman do it and it has
worked for us on a couple of memorable occasions. Survival is an open
book to those who value their skin
•
enough to " read" it.

Rescue rs inspect surviva l signs.

Your Fire and Shelter
ASIDE from its value from the
standpoint of warmth, a big cheery
fire can also be a great morale builder. But while building morale and
dispensing warmth, it may at the
same time be paving the way to disaster. A fire, no matter how big and
bright, cannot take the place of shelter. The crew which neglects to provide itself with shelter, depending
instead upon a fire, may find the going rough should the fire be scattered
or put out by wind and snow.
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WATCH FOR ICE!
Cold Weather flying is just around the corner and now is
the time to bring yourself up to date on the icing problem

plan your flight to avoid icing areas
-if that's impossible, know where to

expect ice and what to do about it.
CE IS nice to have around for
various and sundry uses during
both summer and winter. You
might use it to freeze ice cream, or
you might like to hear it tinkle in
your tea.
How do you feel about ice when
you see it piling up indiscriminately
on your wings and props during
flight? Do you feel a weird crawling
sensation up and down your back,
does your hair stand on end, do you
feel like reaching for the panic button ?
If you're smart, yo u don't have to
suffer the above sensations-stud y up
on ice, everything about it, read what
yo ur instrument manuals (AF 51-37,
51 -38) have to say about it. Talk to
yo ur weather man about ice- plan
your flights so that you can avoid
icin g areas, or, if yo u have to fl y
through ice, know where to expect it
and know what to do when vou reach
it. You can blame your ladk of confidence during icing con ditions solely
on you rself. Fear of ice during flight
usually comes when you encounter
ice unexpected ly. Even if you meet
it unexpected ly, however, you will
have nothing to fear if you know
what to do.

I

Rime ice will cut down on prop efficiency

8

If you're proficient in your aircraft, if yo u've studied icing factors
and if you know the effect ice has
upon the flying characteristics of the
aircraft, then you'll fly with confidence.
The less experience a pilot has had
with icing conditions and the less he
knows about ice accretion, the more
likely he is to find ice a hazard .
Flight can be accomplished during
icing conditions if the pilot determines the best fli ght altitude, understands his de-icin g equipment and is
familiar with the aircraft's limitations under icing conditions.
Except in the form of frost, ice
accretion occurs onl y in rain or in
clouds where there are water droplets at a temperature below freezing.
A pilot need seldom enco unter icin g
conditions unexpectedl y. Prior to his
fli ght he should consult the forecaster
and study the upper air and adiabatic charts in order to plan his route
of fli ght. Region s of probable icin g
are forecast with ease. Durin g the
fli ght, icing conditions may be anticipated by observing the trend of
the free -air temperature and the presence of visible moisture in clouds or
rain. Icin g may be expected where

there is visible moisture in the air
and the temperature is at or below
the freezing level. The severest icing
is encountered in clouds which contain large amounts of liquid water;
ice accumu lates in proportion to the
rate at which liquid water is deposited on the aircraft.
The three basic types of ice are
clear ice, rime ice and fro st.

Clear Ice
Clear ice forms on aircraft when
supercool ed raindrops or cloud dro plets strike faster than they freeze.
Thus the outer su rface is always wet
wi th an excess of free water. The ice
forms from the aircraft surface out.
It generally conforms to the shape of
the stru cture to which it freezes and
is slow to distort th e form of a leading edge of a wing. The excess of
free water, however, will flow back
over the top or bottom of the wing
and part of it will freeze there,
roughening the win g surface. This
roughening greatly increases drag
and also increases the stallin g speed.
Cen trifugal force ordinarily keeps
the propell er blades free of clear
This B-29 nose shows ice picked up in flight
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Frost

Frost is made up of individual
crystal of ice which adhere readi ly
to the skin of the aircraft. I t forms
when th e air next to the surfaces of
the aircraft becomes supersaturated
wi th water vapor at or below freezing. The vapor then turn s to ice without passing throu gh th e liquid state.
Frost usually form s in clear air, and
ca nnot al ways be for eseen.

Ice down south-these T-6s were on a field in Tex a s

ice. Near the hub, however, an accumulation of ice may develop , cau sing vibration. The severity of the
vibration will be determined by the
amount of ice co ll ected on the blades.
Serious power loss is seld om experienced; however, if the vibration becomes too severe, it may be necessary
to reduce power to avoid structural
damage to the aircraft.
Rime Ice
Rime ice is easily recognized as a
porous, white ice that is usually
granular or feathery in appearance.
It is not so den se as clear ice. It
forms when water droplets freeze as
soon as they trike the aircraft. Since
this freezin g is almost instantaneo us,
there is no excess of liquid water
and the rime ice forms on ly where
the droplets hit. This is principa ll y

on leading edges, but rivet hea ds and
minor protuberances may also accumulate rime. Rime ice is more easily removed than clear ice. Although
it freezes rapidl y and may form on
the propeller blades, centrifugal
force plus de-icing Auid will usually
di slodge the ice, restoring propell er
efficiency.
A very li ght accumulation of rime
may form a narrow sharp-edged bead
of ice along the leading edge of the
wing. This light accumulation may
appear inconseq uential but if the airspeed is reduced , as for example in a
landing approach , the chan ge in an gle of attack and the small bead of
rime may then have a dangerous effect upon the stallin g speed. The only
safe rule is to maintain an excess of
airspeed above normal stall speed
when there is ice upon the win gs.

Propeller tip shows ice buildup on leading edge

OCTOBER , 1952

A heavy accumulation of frost may
gather on the wings of an aircraft
parked overnight in th e open. When
this happens, don' t try a takeoff until
all frost is removed- yo u may not
get off the ground.
Frost may form on an aircraft in
Ai ght if it enters an area of moist air
after fl ying throu gh a cold air mass.
This co uld occur when flying through
a front from the co ld-air side. Th e
only real hazard to fli ght is the restriction of visibility when it covers
the windshield. If it persists on the
wings and control surfaces until a
landing is attempted, keep the airspeed higher than normal throu ghout the pattern and final approach.
This will help correct for a probable
increa ed stalling speed.
Do not attempt to Ay throu gh any
kno wn icing condition unless the
type of mi ssion demands it. Even
with full de-icing equipment, fli ght
throu gh icing regions shou ld be un-

C-54 with "plumbing" flew for ice research
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Taxi ing the ski-equipped plane on ice or s now calls for more skill and techn ique.

dertaken only for the purpose of
reaching a safer flying level.
De·icers were developed as a safety
device in case of trouble. If an extended flight through an icing condition is necessary, the pilot must be
fu lly acquainted with the effect of
de-icers on the control characteristics
of his airplane during level flight,
maneuvers and landing. He must
know to what extent the stalling
speed or other flight characteristics
are altered by inflation and deflation
of the de-icer boots. Infl ation of the
boots may cause stalling at speeds
the pilot is accustomed to consider
safe. There fo re, de-icers must never
be left operating during landing or
takeoff.

W h en to Use De-icers
Whenever possible, the propeller,
windshield and pitot head de-icers
should be placed in operation before
the icing region is entered. A good
practice is to permit the deposit of
about one-quarter inch of ice on the
wing boot before inflation is started .
Break the deposit clear, then operate
the de-icers intermittently as new deposits form. This will work all right
if rime ice is encountered. If it's
clear ice which forms behind the
boots and which can't be removed ,
discontinue use of the boots. If the
boots are operated continuously, a
10

new sheet of ice may form over the
cracked ice on the boots, and the
tubes will pulsate ineffectively beneath a flexible sheath of ice. Under
some conditions ice formation is extremely rapid, and continuous operation of the boo ts may be necessary.
Ice may sometimes be removed
from propeller blades by rapid increase and decrease of engine RPM.
This method, however, is not advisab le unless all other efforts have
failed . There have been a few instances where crew-members in the
cockpit were injured by pieces of
ice which were flung through the side
windows. Before increasing the RPM,
make certain that all crewmembers
are clear of the prop areas on both
sides of the cockpit. Besides this hazard to personnel, there is something
else to consider : Ice on the blades
may cause the propeller to stall because of increased loading when
emergency power is used .
One of the best ways to prevent
the props from icing up is to use the
prop de-icers as anti-icers. When you
definitely anticipate icing, turn the
prop de-i cer on, allowing the blades
to be covered with de-icin g fluid just
prior to enterin g the icin g region ;
the ice will not have a tendency to
adhere to the blades if they have
been generously "anti -iced." Avoid

any prolonged flight in the icing
area. The amount of de-icing fluid
carried aboard the aircraft will usually only last for about two hours
with normal use. While we're on this
subject, don't forget to check the
level of your prop de-icer fluid prior
to takeoff when you anticipate icing
conditions alon g the route. Use the
de-icing fluid to climb out of the area
or long enough to make that 180° .
Remember:
• Avoid ice.
• If icing regions cannot be avoided,
flight through them should be as
short as possible and should never
be attempted unless effective deicing equipment is available.
Carburetor Ice
Carburetor ice is due to the refrigeration occurring in the induction
system of the engine. Ice usually
forms in the supercharger adapter or
on the butterfly-type of throttle valve
and will eventually close off the air
passage. Since the fuel flow is not
interrupted , the formation of ice in
the carburetor venturi ·will be indicated by a rapid increase in the fuelair ra tio, resulting in power loss and
eventual stoppage of the engine. The
most positive indication of carburetor ice will be a drop in the manifold pressure. By keeping close watch
on the manifo ld pressure gage, carburetor ice may be eliminated before
FLYING
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it becomes too serious. Application
of carburetor heat at intervals will
usually be sufficient, allowing the engine to develop its full power between applications.
Cooling of the air in the engine
induction system amounts to 10° or
15° C, in the average aircraft engine.
It is possible to have ice form in the
adapter when the outside air temperature is as high as 15° C. The refrigeration is the result of the evaporation of gasoline and the expansion
of air through the venturi and behind the throttle. If the cooling is sufficient to produce condensation of
water from the inducted air, carburetor ice may form when the plane
is flying thwugh clear air.
Judgment must be used in watching the manifold pressure and in
applying carburetor heat as soon as
a drop in manifold pressure is noted,
in preference to running the engine
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with carburetor heat on at all times.
However, if serious carburetor icing
is expected in clouds or precipitation,
do not hesitate to use carburetor heat
as a preventive.

Climb From I ce!
Icing is likely to occur below temperature inversions, along fronts, and
over mountains. Temperature inversions, typical along a polar front, are
caused by a relatively warm air mass
rising above sub-freezing polar air.
Moisture falling from the upper
warm air through the lower cold air
coo] to sleet, freezing rain, or snow,
and usually forms clear ice.
• Climb in all types of icing except sleet. The climb will be either
to colder air where the rate of ice
accretion will be slower, or, in the
case of freezing rain, it will be a
climb to warmer air above. Continue

the climb as long as the temperature continues to rise.
• When sleet is encountered, hold
altitude or descend. A descent should
never be made unless warmer temperatures are known to exist below
and ceiling and terrain are such that
the descent may be made safely. All
changes of altitude mu t be cleared
by ATC and Flight Service should be
notified.
• Airspeed should be lowered during flight in icing conditions. Do not
fly at speeds lower than normal traffic pattern airspeed, however, as this
may cause ice on the lower side of
the wings where de-icer boots and
thermal anti-icers have no effect.
• When climbing or descending
through icing conditions, use normal
airspeeds with the highest rates of
climb or descent practicable.

THROTTLE
BUTTERFLY
VALVE

KEY: I- Impact Ici ng, 2- Fue l Vaporiiatio n 3-Water Va por
Icing , 4-Throttle Icing , and 5-Ble ed Passage Icing.
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This photo shows ice forming on a propeller and engine of a
C-54 which was used to fly missions in the USAF's research
program on icing . Jet engines pose new research problems.
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Jet Engine Icing

Jets flying in the colder Arctic regions are not faced with as many
icing troubles as one would suppose . Although e x tremely low temperatures are encountered , lack of mo isture in the ai r lessens ice fo rmation .
12

The large t icing problem confrontin g the jet pi lot is induction icing.
If he know s when to expect it, what
to expect, a nd what to do about it
then there's no real problem-for
knowledge i the way to confidence.
The problem of air inlet icing in
turbo jet engines was recognized by
both the Mi litary services and the aircraft engine industry in the early
sta ges of the jet engin e development
program. A considerable amount of
laboratory testing had been accomplished as early as 1944, and ici ng
flight tests were begun on a J -31
(1-16 ) centrifu gal compressor type
engin e mounted in the bomb bay of
a B-24 airplane. These tests were followed by icing investi gations condu cted on the Juno 003 axial flo w
engine which was captured from th e
Germ ans.
Early in 1947, the NACA Lewis
Flight Propulsion Laboratory at
Cleveland, Ohio, in stalled a wate r
spray system ahead of a J-34 axial
flow engin e while evaluatin g its performan ce in the altitude wind tunn el,
and ubj ected it to simulated heavy
fli ght icin g conditions. In a matter
of minutes engine had to be shut
down because of excessive tail pipe
temperature caused by the throttling effect of the ice accumulation s
in th e air inlet system. As a result
of thi s demon stration , a decision was
mad e to conduct further tests on a
jet aircraft under actual icing condition in an a ttempt to evaluate the
relative ability of the engine and airplane to with tand icin g.
After a tud y of vario us possible
methods and locations for condu ctin g
the te t program, Mount Wa hington ,
New Hampshire, was selected as the
most logical test ite. The Air Materi el Comman d wa then operatin g
an icin g resea rch fa cility at Mount
Washin gton. Durin g the winter sea son icin g condition s prevail approximatel y 25 % of the time. The ab undance of such natural icing condition may be attributed to the geographi cal lo ation , in the northeast
sto rm tra k. Most of the "wea th er"
whi ch is born over the Great Lakes
Area passe through Iorthern New
England. As an additional fac tor, the
western app roa ch to the mountain
FLYING
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provides a gradual and somewhat
even lifting process of the approaching air masses. The rapid lifting of
the air by a vertical distance of almost a mile, over an approach run
of several miles, creates the condensation and coolin g of the moisture necessary for icing conditions. The lifting process also creates the supervelo cities over the summit and the
characteristic high winds for which
the mountain is famous.
}
Test Program
An extensive test program for the
J -47 engine was established at Mount
Washington in 1948. Various designs
of anti-icing systems were tested in
a full scale J-47 engine.

After two winter seasons of testing at Mount Washington, a J -47 engine equipped with the most promising type of anti-icing system was installed in a B-29 flying test bed. Many
flights were made under actual icing
conditions and a considerable amount
of valuable jet engine anti-icing data
was obtained. The jet engine antiicing program was beginning to move
forward, and plans were started for
the introduction of jet engine antiicing provisions in future production
aircraft.
In 1951 the importance of jet engine anti-icing was brought to the
front with a terrific impact when several jet fighters crashed simultaneously because of air inlet icing. It
was then decided to move into the
jet engine anti-icing program with
an all-out effort.
From the tests conducted at Mount
Washington and other experiments,
and from the knowledge which has
been gained in recent years through
operational experience, there is a
wealth of information on jet engine
icing available to jet aircraft operators, both pilots and ground crew person nel.
As in all problems regarding ice
on aircraft, i.e., ice on the wings,
etc., certain atmospheric conditions
must prevail at the time. The principal meteorological factors that contribute to jet engine icing are liquidwater content, air temperature, and
droplet size. A definite amount of
moisture content must be present in
the air, and the air temperature must
be within a given temperature range.
Icing conditions are most prevalent
O C T OBER,
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when the outside air temperature is
between a plus 5 degrees F and a plus
32 degrees F, and the liquid water
content ranges between 0.1 and 1.0
grams per cubic meter. Under these
temperature conditions, all ice-producing moisture conditions are not
discernable to the pilot or crew member.
When the air is not saturated and
clouds, fog, frost or li ght mist is not
visible, ice formation can only be discerned on some external part of the

aircraft. Generally, when the moisture
content in the air is relatively high,
and the temperature is within the
described limits, ice is deposited in
appreciable quantity on any object
passing throu gh it. A high moisture
content is required to deposit ice on
the wings which will be visible to
the pilot.
A moisture content too low for
wing ice formation may still cause
ice to form in the jet engine air inlet
system, however. Atmospheric pres-

Anti-icing for Jet Engines
The following table indicates engines that have anti-icing systems
installed and engines that do not, together with their associated aircraft. No anti-icing provisions:
J -47-C-7
J-47-C-1 3
J-47-C-9
J-47-C-15
J-47-C-ll
J-47-C-19
J- 35-3
through
J- 33

F-86A,E; B-45 all model s
F-86A,E; B-45 all models
B-45, all models
B-45, all models
B-36D ; B-4 7A
B-36E, D, (plans to anti-ice by
retrofit)
B-45A; F-84A, B, C, D, E, G;
F-89A, B, some C.

With anti-icing and retractable screens (automatic on inlet guide
vanes by continuous application of the bleed air. Accessory section
cover and island fairings are heated by separate system actuated by
the pilot): J-47-E-23, B-47; J-47-E-25, B-47; J-47-E-27, F-86F;
J-47-D-17, F-86D; J-73-3, F-86H. With anti-icing and no retractable
screens : J-35-33A, F-89C, D. Complete anti-icing system, retractable
screens, fully automatic: J -35-35, F-89F.
All General Electric engines whose design is more recent than that
of the J-47C model (-7, -9, -11, -13, -15, -19) are completely anti-iced.
That means the J-47D model (-17) in F-86D, the J-47E models (-23,
-25, -27 ), and all J -73 models will have anti-icing protection when first
delivered to the USAF.
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Rough rime ice increases drag and stalling speed.

sure conditions directly affect ice
formation; so a review of meteorological instruction courses should be
made for a complete basic understanding of ice-formation theories. It
must be remembered that the outside
air temperature is not the criterion
for icing temperatures in the induction system. The limiting factor is
the temperature within the induction
system itself, and this temperature is
dependent upon air pressure differentials which result from the venturi
effect of the system.

In a jet-engine, the air is drawn
into the induction system by the compressor, or rammed into it by the
high speed of the aircraft in flight.
Under either condition, the air in the
induction system is cooled by the
drop in atmospheric pressure taking
place. Without an adequate temperature indication in the induction system it is possible to produce ice in
the intluction system and not know it
· when outside air temperatures are
slightly higher than the freezing point.
Potential ice development is most
prevalent in the axial flow type jet
engine. The centrifugal flow engine
can develop ice on its screens sufficient to cause a loss of power, and
damage the engine, but its design
renders the centrifugal flow engine
less susceptible to ice formation. The
air in a centrifugal flow type compressor enters a plenum chamber and
slows down, entering the compressor
through relatively large intake
screens, therefore it does not experience as great a change in pressure
and velocity across the screens. Consequently, the necessary ice formation
condition s are not as readily pro14

Beads of ice can form over the heads of skin rivets.

duced and ice is not as likely to form.
The rate of ice accretion in the jet
engine induction system is dependent
upon the amount of moisture in the
air and quantity of air passing into
the intake system. This, in turn, is
dependent upon the turbine speed and
the flight speed of the aircraft.
Data Gathered
The following data were taken at
one Air Force Base during ground
run-up when ice was experienced on
a centrifugal flow engine. It must be
kept in mind that these tests were
taken in the static condition and do
not necessarily reflect actual conditions of flight. However, it does serve
to illustrate effect of power settings.
Data were taken during three different temperature and relative humidity
conditions:
• Temperature 21 ° F, dew point 17,
humidity 83%.
a. Thick ice on inlet screens at all
engine speeds.
• Temperature 22° F, dew point 21,
humidity 94%.
a. 2 minutes operation at 80 %,
no ice.
b. 2 minutes operation at 85 %,
no ice.
c. 2 minutes operation at 90%,
light ice formations.
d. 2 minutes operation at 95%,
thick ice formations on engine
screens and accessories.
• Temperature 23° F, dew point 22,
humidity 96 % .
a. 2 minutes at 90%, no ice.
b. 2 minutes at 95 %, light ice on
engine screens.

Ice would not form when temperatures were from 24° F to 28° F, dew
point from 22 to 27 and humidity
from 84% to 96%.
Unlike a reciprocating engine the
jet engine consumes large quantities
of air in excess of that needed for
combustion. This excess air is needed
to cool the burning gases to a temperature that the turbine can withstand . As ice forms, the total pressure
at the compressor inlet is reduced.
This loss in pressure results in decreased mass flow and consequently
thrust, and is accompanied by an increase in turbine temperature that
partially compensates for the loss of
thrust. If the amount of fuel metered
to the engine is not reduced, the temperatures in the hot section of the
engine will rise until destruction of
the engine may result.
It has been established by tests that
ice formation in the induction system
parts other than on the screen and
inlet guide vanes has little effect on
engine performance. However, the
formation of ice on other component
parts in the air-inlet area may, upon
breaking off, damage the compressor
section when passing into it or cause
a blowout.
Throughout the fall and winter seasons, the atmospheric phe1;10mena producing ice is going to be more prevalent than in warmer months because
lt'mperature conditions are more conclucive to ice formation. Cold weather
increases engine output performance,
and as a result, loss of power from
initial formalinn uf ice may not be
immediate] y discerned on a take-off.
When exhaust gas temperatures are
normal, about 680° C, engine rpm
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100% , ambient air temperature 32°
F, the ·power output is 5% above
rated maximum power. Consequently,
a loss of power from ice formation
of at least 5% or more, would have
to be effected before it would ordi-
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(S.L. Static) 100% RPM
This curve is typical of an
engine whose jet nozzle is set
for rated EGT of 677 ° at 15°C
ambient std. temp. Its shape
is representative for other EGT
settings at 15° C ambient.
narily be detected. As a precaution,
engine rpm and exhaust gas temperature curves in the engine operating
manuals should be consulted frequently for normal power output during winter months operations.
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Test Methods
From tests, it was found that ice
in the induction system of jet engines
could be eliminated by various means.
Among the methods tested were surface heating by hot compressor air
or continuous electrical heating, and
injection of alcohol. Surface heating
proved successful when applied to
inlet guide vanes and island fairings,
but heating of inlet screens has not
yet proven to be practical. Research
on inlet screen anti-i cing is continuing. Northrup has reported some success with use of an ice indicator and
alcohol injection on F-89 type aircraft. Weight factors, adaptability,
cost, and other criteria are considered
in determining which method is most
feasible. General Electric has adopted
the method using compressor bleedair and retractable screens, with variations of continuous heat application,
and automatic heat when needed.
Newer Allison engines also incorporate a retractable screen with the use
of automatic heat applications from
compressor bleed-air.
The use of compressor bleed-air
is a natural application for the axial
flow engine. Compressor air is heated
to over 350° F from an ambient air
temperature of 60° F under normal
operation. This is more than ample to
eliminate icing. The bleed air is used
to heat and give complete anti-icing
protection to the inlet guide vanes,
island fairings, and strut jackets.

The removal of screens in axial
flow engines is an approved procedure
for eliminating icing hazards in winter operations for those aircraft not
equipped with inlet anti-icin g. Screen
removal (Ref. T.O. 01-1-469 ) is left
up to the local commanders' discretion since the added hazard of compressor damage from runway foreign
particles has to be weighed against
the possibility of icing.
For aircraft equipped with antiicing systems, protection consists of
( 1) retractable compressor inlet
screens, and (2) hot air already bled
from the compressor. The compressor
air is used for partially counteracting
the thrust load on the #2 bearing
and is passed through hollow inlet
guide vanes and special manifolding
on the front of the forward frame
struts. Thus the guide vanes and
struts are adequately protected with
no loss in performance. This protection is continuous whether icing conditions are encountered or not.
Additional compressor air is bled
and led through special manifolds on
the island fairings. Provisions are
made for using this same air to heat
the accessory cover (bullet nose) . Island fairings and the accessory cover
are heated only when icing conditions
are encountered since the additional
air extraction does result in some
small loss in thrust ( 1-2%). This sys-

Airspeed vs. Icing

Diagrams show effect of airspeed on icing. In
general, when the velocity of the aircraft exactly
equals the velocity of air into the duct, the stream
lines are straight in and the moisture taken into the
duct is exactly equal to the moisture in the atmosphere. When the airspeed is lower than the velocity
of air into the duct, the engine is then sucking air.
Air is accelerated into the air inlet and there is a
tendency for droplets of air to be centrifuged out

OCTOBER,
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of the air exterior of the duct. The result is a lower
water concentration than in the ambient atmosphere.
When the velocity of the aircraft is faster than that
of the air going into the duct, the result is spillage
or slipstreams aro und the end of the duct. This
has a tendency to centrifuge the moisture into the
duct, resulting in a hi gher concentration of moisture
than in the surrounding atmosphere.
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tern may be turned on and off by
means of a solenoid operated valve
which will fail safe in the "open"
(on) position in the event of electrical failure.
Learn the Facts
The facts of jet engine ice formation should be learned and respected,
however, there is no reason to fear
engine icing provided operating personnel understand its symptoms and
effects, and plan accordingly. Meteorological information should always be
studied for flight-planning and ground
run-up to determine where conditions
may be expected which are conducive
to engine icing.
When icing conditions are encountered, ice should not be alluwcd to
build up in the induction S) stem of
those aircraft equipped with rnanually
operated anti-icing devices. When the
anti-icing device is turned on after
the ice has built up there is a possibility of large pieces breaking loose
and damaging the compressor rotor
and stator blades or causing blowout.
Screens should be retracted before
ice forms and prevents retraction.
Particular· caution should be used during landing approach where ice formation may result in loss of power
and excessive tail pipe temperatures
in case of a go -around.
For those aircraft not equipped
with engine anti-icing devices the following procedures should be considered. Immediately upon recognizing
the indications of engine icing- increased tail pipe temperature and loss
of thrust-while flying in clouds or
air with high relative humidity and

low temperature (plus 5° F to plus
32° F) the pilot should retard the
throttle, reduce airspeed, and get out
of the icing area. Fuel flow variations
should not be used to detect jet engine icing since transient contradictory signals are sent to the main fuel
control during ice accretion. If the
icing area is a cloud entered from below, descend immediately while reducing throttle. If the cloud was entered horizontally, make a 180° turn
while retarding the throttle and reducing airspeed. If the cloud layer is
thin stratus, attempt to climb and get
above the cloud while reducing throt·
tle and airspeed.
Leaving the icing area is the only
method possible for eliminating inlet
screen and guide vane icing in aircraft equipped with non-retractable
inlet screens and not provided with
screen anti-icing.
When engine icing has progressed
far enough to cause an excessive tailpipe temperature and loss of thrust
followed by an explosion and flame out, an attempt to air restart could
result in more explosions or fire.
To illustrate' the symptoms of jet
engine icing one F-84 pilot who encountered engine inlet screen icing
in flight is quoted:
"I was climbing in formation somewhere between 11 and 13,000 feet.
At the time, I checked my airspeed
at about 215 MPH. I was also looking
at the tailpipe temperature and noticed it going up slowly and steadily,
so I cut back power to about 80 %,
shoved the nose down and regained
airspeed of 300 trying to stay on

heading. I climbed out of the cloud
at about 15,000 feet after I regained
my airspeed and then increased the
throttle setting to 90 %. My tailpipe
temperature had gone up too high .
It went up to between 775 and 800
degrees before I cut back the power.
I encountered no further trouble and
returned to base."
Another F-84 pilot in the same
fli ght gave this account of what hap·
pened:
" After we entered the cloud I lost
contact with my flight leader in front
of me . Immediately after that I had
a flame-out. My fire warning and
overhead lights came on and my tailpipe temperature went up and hit
the peg. I also had at the same time
- I don' t know whether you would
classify it as an explosion- but it
was the same type of sound you have
when you change from your normal
fuel system to your emergency. I
slowed my airplane down to approximately 240 MPH. When my rpm
reached approximately 18%, I
switched to alternate and tried an air
start. As soon as I opened my throttle
up, I had a fire warning light go on
and overheat light with 1000 degrees
tailpipe temperature."
This pilot was forced to eject.
Whether you are flying an aircraft
with or without anti-icing equipment,
know what to do when you meet icing
conditions. Don't be caught unexpectedly. Plan your flight to avoid the
ice, when possible, or if you have antiicing equipment, "anti-up" before you
enter the icing area. •

Preflight and refueling operations can sometimes be a chilly-but-not-rushed affa ir during winter operations. The pilot should watch for ice during his ground run-up and tax i with more than usual caution.
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WINTER CHECKLIST
FOR THE PILOT
Here is a winter checklist that wi ll
help take the hazard out of co ld
weather flyin g:
Check weather carefu ll y. Ask the
pi lot who just came through.
Remove frost and snow before
takeoff.
Check co ntrol s for restrictions of
wovement.
fter run-up in fog or rain, check
ing and empenn age for ice in pro~ ller bla t area.
Don 't take off in slush or wet now
if it can possibl y be avoided.
se pito t heater when Aying in rain,
snow or clouds, as well as kn own
1crng zones.
Remember when ice forms you will
u e more fuel to get to destinati on.
Ice on the airplane cau es in creased
drag, and all types of ice prevention
measure take work away from the
airplane that would normall y go into
th e cruise ran ge of the airplane,
whether it be heat or boots. Therefore, if icing conditions are anticipated , a more conservative crui econtrol also must be anticipated.
If Aying in wet snow or freezi ng
rain , change altitude if possible.
Use propeller de-icers just before
getting into ice.
e fu ll carburetor heat to clear
ice. (U e carburetor preheat for prevention. Don't wait to cure.) Watch
yo ur carburetor air temperature, especia ll y between -5 ° and 10° C (23 °
and 50° F.) .
Watch yo ur airspeed - stall ing
speed increases with ice- Don't climb
at a low airspeed.
Check wing de-icers se them
properly. Do not land with de-i cers
on. They act as spoiler .
If yo u have a load of ice, don't
make steep turn s.
Don 't try three-point landin g , if
iced-up. Fly in with power. Before
startin g landin g approach, move
throttle back and forth slowl y to make
~ ure carburetor butterfly is free of
ice.

Carry carburetor heat during final
approach and chan ge to co ld just
before Aareout.
Before take off check anti-icing an d
de-i cing equipment. Be sure it i in
goo d operating co ndition . You might
need all of yo ur equipment. •
OCTOBER , 1952

Safety Tips for
Winter Operations
There is often a thin coat of
ice under the fluffy blanket of snow
which has accumulated on the
wings of your plane. Don ' t depend
on the snow blowina off during
takeoff, even the light kind , and
check for ice. Fallin g snow sticks
at temperatures above 10° F . It
also forms a coat of ice between
32 and minus 10° F.
Snow -grip tires should be on all
aircraft flying into icy runway
country. Even the best brakes will
not stop an aircraft that is skiddin g
down an icy runway. Every winter there are a few accidents of
this nature which could have been
prevented. The heavier transports
seem to be especiall y addicted to
the lon g skid when not properly
equipped.
Snow or ice covered runways
require that hort field landin g
techniques be employed at all times
since braking acti on is at a minimum. In stead of landin g short, the
common ten dency, due to optical
illusion, is to land long.
Prop eller pitch
hould be
chan ge d occasionally durin g
cruise, to prevent oil congealing.

Cold, and the necessity of wearing heavy flyin g equipment tends
to lower pilot efficiency. The physiologi t say that many of the
same symp toms which are associated with hypoxia have been noticed in pi lot who are subjected
to extreme cold. However, this i
not dan gero us, just a matter of
expecting it and being a little more
alert than u ual.
Th ere is no way accurately to
estimate the number of inches of
snow on a runway. If an airport
is not bein g used , stay away from
it, unless yo u have an emergency.
One pi lot "estimated" that there
were two in ches and landed on his
back. There was an airport with
cleared runways not far away.
ight takeoff accidents involving lo of directional control and
collision with snow-banks point up
the necessity for being really on
yo ur toes under these condition s.
A slight veerin g to the left would
ordinarily not be noticed but when
there is a now-bank in that direction th e veer winds up as an accicent st 1ti ti c. •
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Winter
J(nowing what to expect in the way
of weather can do much to make
your winter flight a safe one.

HEN THE pilot walks into the
weather office, there are three
things he should be thinking
about:
• Getting and keeping in mind a
complete picture of the current weather situation.
• Moving the picture forward in
space and time to cover the route of
the flight.
• Considering the changes that will
occur during the entire trip.
The map displays much information in a pictorial manner, and a brief
survey of it, with the help of the
forecaster, will show in a few moments what it would take hours to
describe. This is particularly true
when a flight is planned in rapidly
changing winter weather.
The freezing level may change tadically within a short period of time or
over a short di tance because of the
change of air masses associated with
frontal passages over various stations
or in flying through a front. This may
usually be checked by finding the
freezing level within each air mass
over stations and considering the past
movement of fronts and the approximate point at which the plane will fly
out of one air mass and into another.
Low ceilings and visibilities are
winter bugaboos which all pilots must
face, but they can be forecast. They
are due, primarily to two factors.
First, the presence of a slow-moving
warm or occluded front with precipitation ahead of it will bring the ceiling down and lower the visibility
until zero-zero conditions are the rule
throughout a wide area.
Upslope fog is formed when air is
lifted by prevailing winds up the
slopes of mountains. Advection fog
is formed when warm moist air moves
over a colder surface. This fog may
per ist during the day, but usually

W

A pilot should learn more about some
of the techniques that the weatherman
uses to obtain a forecast. In this way
the pi lot will know the limitations of the
forecast and w ill build confidence in
his own decisions as to the safest routes
and altitudes to fly in difficult weather
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will become low stratus with ceilings
of 100 to 500 feet during the day and,
with sufficient heating, may break in
the afternoon and form again about
sunset. Forecasting this formation and
dissipation may be tricky. A pilot
should be sure he has an open alternate before flying into a doubtful
area.

Another Problem
Another winter problem, which
may have been forgotten during the
summer months, is the effect on a
pressure altimeter of the changes in
reading caused by flights into areas
of different pressures or flights into
cold air.
Remember that the altimeter will
read too high-causing an altimeter
reading which shows a higher altitude level than that of the planewhen flying from higher toward lower
pressures.
Regarding winter flying, the month
of October is usually looked upon as
the prelude of thin gs to come. While
October is considered a fall month,
in some sections it often is marked by
very poor flying weather.
This is particularly true in the Far
Iorthwest, where October brings fogs
and low ceilin gs. In the Seattle area,
for example, visibility averages between 0 and 1 mile, 37 per cent of
the time during the hours of 0300
to 0900, but improves noticeably during the hours of 1200 to 1800.
October also ranks as a very poor
flying month along the California
coa t, with the chances of heavy fog
and low ceilings greater than any
other month. In the middle west plains
states, October brings a few active
cold fronts, one or two active lows and
a tendency toward ground fog formation during the sunrise period. The
average hei ght of the freezing level
comes down to about 12,000 feet.
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Read the Weather!

:

•

+

No one expects the average Air Force pilot to become a weather
expert, but every pilot should be able to read a weather map +
: intelligently.
:

:

In addition to studying the weather forecasts for his route, :

+ the good pilot will study th~ synoptic situation on the weather +
+ map, noting especially the frontal weather where the most danger- +
+ ous icing is usually found. Temperatures near or below freezing :
i+ because
and the presence of moisture are the two things to look for, +
they are both needed to get icing conditions.
:
'-.

....................................

The Central East coast during October has alternatin g periods of stable,
fog-laden air when highs become
stranded off the coast, in addition to
general rain and low ceilings.
In November, dark, rainy weather
is typical throughout all of the orthwest. Interior areas see almost as
much wet, foggy weather as the
coastal sections. West of the Cascades, November ranks as the worst
flying month of the year because of
heavy snowfall in the mountains. The
average height of the freezin g level
is down to about 7,000 feet toward
the end of the month.

Best Weath er
The Las Vegas area has the finest
weather in ovember but the rest of
the southwest is exposed to the first
winter types of frontal and airmass
weather. The rainy season is generally
well established by early November.
Average height of the freezing level
is down to about 8,500 in the northern section and 10,000 in the southern section.
The instability effect is stron ger
during November around the Great
Lakes, as cold masses of Canadian
air move in across the warmer waters.
The entire area has frequent blankets
of stratocumulus clouds with accompanyin g snow squalls.
The East coast, unlike the West
coast, has a more gradual approach to
the bad weather peak which comes
in late December and January. Lowering of the freezing level to around
5,000 feet, plus lack of good alternates in the area, makes November
relatively bad, weather-wise.
Althou gh major storms are possible
and hi ghly probable anywhere in the
country, the Northwest and Northeast
section s catch the brunt of bad
weather durin g December. The ea tOCTOBER , 1 952

ern storms a re more likely to create
widespread low ceilin gs and fog. The
east slope of the Rockies usually provides the best weather in December,
because stron g down slope winds prevail for a week or more at a time.
The interior valleys of California
offer the most consistent stretches of
bad weather, as fog is often continuous for days at a time, interrupted
only briefly by sli ght liftin g durin g
the afternoons.
January is the worst fl yin g weather
month of the year, considering the
winter as a whole. Storm developments reach their peak of frequen cy
and intensity, cold ground surfaces
provide ideal conditions for fog formation, and airmass contrasts between ocean and continent are at a
maximum.
The entire Northwest offers a continuation of the December pattern,
while the east slope of the Rockies
again has the best flyin g weather du e
to the strong, westerly, down slope
winds. January is the wettest month
alon g most of the California coast,
Chambers of Commerce notwithstanding. Fo g is con centrated more
heavily in the central valleys, but Nelli s AFB or Edwards AFB are practically 100 per cent clear, and may be
used as alternates.
The Great Lakes and East Coast
areas are particularly poor for flying
during January. A hi gh proportion of
low ceiling and visibility occurs in
connection with warm fronts lying to
the south of the areas over the Carolinas or just off the coast.
Generally speaking, winter weather
presents hazards not normall y found
during other seasons- however, the
pilot who gets a good weather briefing
and prepares him elf for winter fli ght
should en counter no weather problems which he can't hand le. e

,

I
J

Snow covered runways are always a
haza rd for landings. Below, a smart
pilot gets a " picture" of the weather
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Weather in
ONT RARY to what many people
may think, weather in Alaska or
other parts of the Far orth is
not always icy. It is, of course, a
good bit co lder for most of the year
than a place like Texas, for example,
or Florida. And since it is wi th this
co lder season that we are here concerned, no mention will be made of
the record hi gh of 100 degrees in the
shade which was set at Ft. Yukon,
Alaska, a few short years ago.
Although temperatures vary considerab 1y in northern regions, genera lly speakin g, the interior area has
the co ld est winters and the warmest
summers. The sub-polar coastal area
has warmer winters and coo ler summers because the large bodies of water there stabilize the temperatures.
The polar region is quite cold the
year around.

C

Three a re compa ny, not a crowd - in fly ing the a rctic

Precipitation

Fuel is doubly important when pilots p repa re for a long flight
over froze n terra in with in a few miles of the North Po le .

Precipitation is usuall y relatively
light in the polar area. Approximately half of this appears as snow.
Th e low precipitation rate is chiefly
due to the fact that the air is constantly at a low temperature and
therefore cannot hold mu ch moisture .
Also, most bodies of water are covered with ice a good part of the year
and this prevents the normal evaporation process of an ice-free ocean.

Winds
One region of the Far No rth in
which the wind is particularl y severe
is the Aleutian Chain. The chain is
on the main storm track and often
has wind velocities in excess of 100
mil es per hour.
In sub-pol ar coastal regions, winds
are often severe without regard to
season. Th ere is great variation in the
direction and intensity beca use of
varying exposure and terrain features. Gales are most severe in fall ,
wi nter and early spring.
All seaso ns tend to be moderately
windy over the polar ice-pack, whil e
the sub- polar interior regions suffer
the lea t from winds.
The most important effect of wind
in the Far 1orth i its acceleration
20
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the Arctic
of the rate of cooling. A term has
been coined to describe this combined
coo lin g effect of winds and temperature-wind-chill.

Fog
A weather phenomenon of great
importance to flying operations in
the Far North is fog. The most common type, as in most of the other
areas of the world, is coastal fog.
This usually lies in a bolt parallel to
the shore. In winter months, the sea
is considerably warmer than the
land, which cools rapidly, and warm
moist air moving from the sea condenses over the cool land, with fog
resulting.
In the Aleutians, the principal fog
is the type which forms over water
and is blown in by the wind. These
fogs are usually of considerable
depth and they remain on the surface until air turbulence tends to
raise them into a high fog or low
stratus.
The most common types of polar
fogs during the winter months are
ice fogs and spicu le. The latter is

when you're flying in the polar regions
you had better he prepared for
the extremes of wind, fog and cold
formed by extremely fine ice crystals
and is a kind of snowfall that results
from condensation during cloudless
periods of low temperatures, high
humidity and calm or mild winds.
When it obscures the ground, flying
operations can become extremely
dangerous. This fog is characteristic
of the Greenland ice pack.
Another type of ice-fog is one
which may occur in any area subjected to extremely low temperatures
but is peculiar to the northern interior regions. Ice fog is composed of
very small ice crystals formed by
sublimation. It can be very den se, in
which case it takes on the appearance
of any other fog.
Ice-fog can also be caused by moisture in the air as a resu lt of the presence of a large number of people,
animals or moisture producing install ations. This is the type of fog
which is caused by the jet blast of
airplanes and causes visibility to be
extremely restricted around air bases
during jet operations, making landings and takeoffs hazardous until it
burns off. •

.

~'·

Cold winds stir up dry snow on plateaus and sweep clear jagged arctic peaks
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.If you know how t o cope wit h
w inte r s tric k s you n eed have
••o qual .,.,,s about t he cold.
9

HERE IS a story, known to most
Air Force pilots, of the Arctic
flyer who landed on an ice cap
without knowing it. In zero visibility,
with the wind howling about the aircraft making it rock and vibrate as
though it were in flight, the pilot sat
for several minutes before he or one
of his crewmembers finally discovered that the plane had actually
touched down and slid to a stop on
its fuselage. The story may seem a
bit on the fantastic side, and perhaps
it is. But the point of it all is that
flight operations in the Arctic or in
snow and ice covered areas is an entirely different thing from operations
in the w.'lrm, sunny southland.
One source of many winter accidents is taxiing on snow or ice covered surfaces. There is a definite technique to this phase of operations,

T

Groaad Bales

which can best be learned by actual
practice. Slippery surfaces greatly reduce the effectiveness of brakes in
steering or stopping. All taxiing must
be accomplished with this in mind.
Pilots of multi-engine planes should
use power almost exclusively in their
taxiing, yet they must not use so
much as to start a turn which, without brakes, cannot be stopped.

Taxi Safely
Few commanders will require that
a pilot taxi his plane when in his
opinion it is unsafe to do so. Any
time the pilot feels it is hazardous
to taxi, whether it be because of slippery surfaces or any other reason, it
is not only his right but also his responsibility to stop the plane and call
for a tug.

REVIEW YOUR RULES
About this time of the year all pilots should give a thought to
winter's peculiar demands on the pilot. Most winter flying rules were
gained through someone's "hard-way" experiences; some, of course,
were developed strictly from common -sense-style reasoning- then
proved when stubborn or unknowing pilots strayed from the straight
and narrow.
Presented here are only a few of the winter rules for flight with
safety. There are many more, some of which apply only to particular
localities.
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Until a more satisfactory method
of snow disposal is found, snowbanks probably will remain a problem and the obvious recourse is for
pilots to remain ever alert to their
presence. Some tips regarding snow
banks: Be particularly alert to the
snowbank danger at night and use
lights at all times for taxiing. When
parking, be careful about making
turns and ascertain that there is sufficient clearance before swinging the
tail around. Also, when turning into
position for engine run-up prior to
t:Rking the runway for takeoff, make
sure that there are no snowbanks at
the end of the runway or on the taxi
strip which your tail may strike. Another but very important job of each
pilot should be to accept the responsibility for doing all possible to lessen the snowbank hazard. Whenever
a snowbank situation is noticed which
is considered conducive to accidents,
report it and suggest a way of removing or lessening the hazard.
There are many instances each year
of airplanes being damaged when
wheels and prop blast throw ice
against flaps, wheel-well doors and
other skin surfaces during landings
and takeoffs. Also, slush may be
thrown into the wheel wells, then
freeze so that the landing gear cannot be lowered for the next landing.
The solution lies in avoiding takeoffs
and landing from slush-covered surfaces whenever possible. If a takeoff
FLY I NG
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There are 1na••y angles to

far Wister
must be made, move the landing gear
through a minimum of one complete
cycle after the climb has been established.
Along with the usual visual check
of an airplane prior to takeoff, a
thorough inspection should be made
for frost, ice or snow on wings, fuselage, tail surfaces and propellers.
What makes it so important to remove every trace of these substances
is not so much the weight, but rather
the additional drag induced by the
rough surfaces. This drag can easily
alter the flight characteristics of the
airplane, and the critical time just
as the plane becomes airborne is no
time for a change in airplane characteristics. In fact, the change in airfoil
configuration may be so drastic when
wings or tail surfaces are covered
with ice or snow that the plane may
not even get off the ground.

Check Controls
A usual part of the pre-takeoff
check is to insure that controls move
freely and properly. In winter, especially after precipitation, this check
is particularly important. Light snow
can sift into the smallest openings
and either freeze the controls in one
position or become packed so that
movement may later be restricted.
Wherever possible, all openings for
aileron and elevator hinges, trim
tabs, etc., should be visually checked,
then checked again just prior to takeO CT OB E R , 1952

winter flying- it involves
ha~arLls lou1ad at no other tinae

off by insuring that full control
movement is available.
Probably an even more critical
phase of flight when runways are covered or patched with snow and ice is
the landing. Before clearing for another field during winter months,
check NOT AMS to make sure that
runways are open at your destination.
Twenty-four hours, or even less can
make a very great difference in field
conditions.
Once over your destination, remember that when the ground is
snow-covered, depth perception suffers. Lack of contrast between the
runway and the surrounding areas
may cause the runway to disappear
from sight entirely on the final ap proach even though it was clearly
visible from directly overhead. A
good practice whenever ice, fog or
snow flurries are present is to ask for
the runway lights to be turned up to
full intensity. The lights will help in
judging height above the runway and
at the same time will help you to
keep oriented in the traffic pattern. A
pair of sun glasses are almost a must
when sun glare off the white snow
reflects into the pilot's eyes. Such a
condition can affect depth-perception
to the point where the pilot may
either stall out high above the runway or dive into the ground. When
glare, fog or snow flurries are really
bad, assistance should be requested
from GCA if it is available. •

A firegua rd is a good ru le in any
we a ther - particularly duri ng refueling .
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JET LETDOWNS
At the end of an IFR Flight with fuel supply low,
the jet pilot's big concern is getting down fast.

I

N ORDER to standardize instrument approach procedures, the
USAF, U.S. Navy, U .S. Coast
Guard, and the Civil Aeronau tics
Administration published ANC Manual , subject, "Criteria for Standard
Instrument Approach Procedures."
AFR 55-24 requires the use of this
ANC Manual in establishing instrument approach procedures.
The primary purpose in the establishment of the jet letdo wns was to
permit jet aircraft to accomp lish
penetration and standard instrument
approaches with the least possible delay in time and the minimum number of turns. The:;e jet penetration
procedures are established so as to
provide the least interference with
conventional type aircraft, and to
provide for the accomplishment of
jet letdowns when conventional air-

craft are held on the primary fix
where jet aircraft is executing letdown. The fo llowing criteria for jet
penetration and approach has been
extracted from ANC Manual, subject, "Criteria for Standard Instrument Approaches," published 1 Octo ber 1951. The diagrams shown are
typical examp les of combining jet
penetration and standard instrument
approaches. In most all cases th e low
cone altitude and the procedure turn
altitude published in the jet instrument procedure is identical to the
standard range approach. Standard
Jet Penetration Procedure:

• Initial penetration altitude. The
altitude at which aircraft crosses radio facility for beginning penetration
procedures. This altitude will be estab lished for each procedure and

will nor~ally be specified as 20,000
feet M.S .L.

• Penetration turn. A one and onehalf degree per second turn made
during the jet penetration procedure
to return the aircraft to an inbound
heading to the radio facility being
used for the penetration. The penetration turn is normally a flat turn ,
however, if a descending turn is used,
indication will be given in the procedure.
• Minimum penetration altitude.
The minimum altitude for the jet
penetration procedure to an airport
will be the initial approach altitude
for the standard instrument approach procedure.
• Initial approach altitude. The
initial approach altitude will normally be as shown for the stand-
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whi ch the standard letdown is based
at initial penetration a l ti tu de. The
penetration proced ure wi ll be established in the direction from the radio
facility which is most acceptable, dependent upon traffic and terrain features.

ard instrument approach procedure.
Where no initial approach altitudes
have been estab lished, a clearance of
at least 1,000 fee t above all obstru c·
tions wi thin a radius of ten miles of
the radio faci lity and ten miles to
either side of all penetration co urses
within an open quadrant for a dis·
tance of 40 miles from the radio fa.
ci lity must be provided, except in
mountainous areas . In all parts of
the United Stales and Canada desig·
nated as mountainous areas, a clear·
ance of at least 2,000 fee t must be
provided.

Penetration is started at a specified
rate of descent and a specified airspeed when over the radio facility or
at a given di stan ce after passing the
radio facility and is continued until
initial approach altitude for the jet
procedure is reached. The penetra·
tion turn is started normally when
one-half of the difference between
initial penetration altitude and initial approach al ti tu de is lost.

• Procedure turn. As shown in the
stan dard instrument letdown criteria.
• Emergency altitude. Will clear
all obstructions wi thin a radius of
100 nautical mil es of the radio fa .
cility by 1,000 feet, except in mountainous areas. In mountainous areas
the clearance will be 2,000 feet.

When the penetration turn is complete, the aircraft will either home on
the radio facility or intercept a specified range course, dependent upon
procedure . In either case, the initial
approach altitude must be reached
before arrival at the radio facility.
The penetration procedure will terminate over the radio facility upon
which the procedure is based at the
initial approach altitude.

Procedures: Jet penetration procedures may be establi shed as one of
the following types :

Standard Penetration:
ormally,
standard penetration procedure will
start over the radio facility upon
Consult R1d lo F•cl It

HOUSTON APPROACH CONTROL

126.lBmc

121.Smc

If visual contact is not estab lished

upon reaching the minimum penetration altitude for the jet procedure
when over the radio facility, then a
straight-in approach to the airport
may be started, providing the descent
to the authorized minimum altitude
involves no vertical rate of descent in
excess of five hundred (500) feet
per minute. Shou ld the foregoin g
not be practical, a standard instrument letdown procedure will be executed.

En route penetration. En rou te
penetration to an airport may be approved. These penetrations wi ll be
started from primary fixes normall y
located not more than 100 miles
from the radio facility serving the
airport for whi ch letdown is planned.
En route penetration procedures wi l I
terminate over the radio facility upon
which the standard letdown procedure is based at the initial approach
altitude. If visual contact is not established over the radio facility at
minimum penetration altitude, the
pilot normally wi ll start a standard
instrument letdown or continue hi s
approach under CGA. •

If you ' re rusty ... then bone up on your jet procedures.
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CROSSFEED
Don't Bend the Wings
On some bases a few aircraft attain
an attitude opposite to that of a
parked B-47. These are T-6's, T-28's
and T-33's with a new twist- wings
bent upwards. They are not new
models but overstressed standard aircraft with form l's reading, "Wing
cracked at station 32," "Wing cracked
at station 20," etc. They cost a lot
of money, training time, repair maahours and in some cases are a direct
drain on the production line for they
are so badly cracked at wing stations
that they make the long trip back to
the factory.
The common rebuttal of the pilots
who cracked the wings is "I didn' t
blackout," meanin g it was all right
as long as you didn't blackout. You
don't have to blackout to pull excessive "G" 's. Sample: Two air cadets do three split S's with sharp
pullouts in a T-28. Result: Ten positive G's and a lot of repair and trainin g time lost. They didn' t blackout,
but they did overstress the aircraft.
Blackout occurs only if G's are severe enough and sustained over a
period of time necessary to remove
oxygenated blood f ram the head, the
cause of blackout. This process takes
some time, admitted ly not a great
amount of time, but much longer
than the amount required to bend
those wings during abrupt application of G forces. Remember that you
can register three G's easily on a T-33
in rough air just by skipping along
like a flat rock over the water. That
doesn' t black you out does it? You
get a little better than fourteen G's
in ejecting from an aircraft with a 37
mm shell propelling you from a
standing start and that doesn't black
you out. I know, for I've done it. The
big secret is the time element during
which these G's are app lied.
Some instructors are guilty of telling the student pilot that "if you
don ' t blackout, you haven't pulled
too many G's for the aircraft." For
th e benefit of all pilots, yo u can pull
too many G's for the aircraft with or
without a "G suit" and without blackin g out. The "G suit" increases your
"G tolerance" only, whereas the air26

flying safety iJea exchang e
craft stress limits remain the same
dependin g on its load.

Well Done Twice!

-T/ Sgt Perry W. McGiyim,
3560th Medical Group
Webb AFB, Texas

Eject With Hose
Here's a suggested technique for
rerouting and connecting the headset
and microphone cord on P-1 helmets.
Since the oxygen hose and radio cord
are used simu ltaneously, it would
seem convenient and advantageous to
combine them in a single connector.
Two more suggestions are: Place
the hose clip on the mask side of the
di sconnect so that it will be less
likely to be floatin g around, in case
of a bailout; and, as a future modification, put the pilot's oxygen hose
pI ug into a part of the ejection seat
so that it will remain securely
fastened during ejection and be one
less concern of the pilot during
bailout.

-2/Lt Bruce W. Mack
30th Ftr-Bmr Sq, APO 970
The suggestions are being passed
on . Future aircraft equipped with
ejection seats will have the pilot's
oxygen hose plugged into the seat .

Clarification
Are the items described in Cross/ eed articl es to be considered as accepted and approved by the USAF?
Does AMC sanction the improvisations suggested and printed?
Everyone I have asked has a different idea as to whether or not publication in FLYING SAFETY magazine
au tomaticall y puts a stamp of approval on suggested projects or not.

- Lt. Col. Stanley V. Rush
lllth Ftr. lntcep. Sq.,
Houston, Texas
The contents of Crossfeed are informational and should not be construed as regulations , T .0 .' s, or directives unless so stated; nor does pnblication mean a USAF stamp of approval. Crossfeed is a department
wherein you may voice your comm ents and ideas on flying safety
topics.
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Capt. Walter K. Davis

Thi s month we have two " Well
Dones" which are so similar, everything is identical except the names of
the crew-members concerned. Shortly
after completin g the artwork for Lt.
Campbell 's "Well Done," Flyin g
Safety received the following account
of precision flyin g on the part of
Capt. Walter K. Davis. Our congratulations go to Captain Davis of the
580th Air Resupply Squadron, 580th
Air Resupply and Communication s
Wing, for a job well done.
At 0850 hours, 7 July 1952, Capt.
Davis, in his C-119, advanced the
throttles for what was to become a
very " un-normal" takeoff from Idaho
Falls Airport. As he became airborne,
he lost complete elevator control.
Complete travel fore and aft of the
control column produced no change
in the pitch attitude of the aircraft.
Quickly appraising the situation,
he used the elevator trim tab to provide suffi cient pitch control to climb
to normal traffic pattern altitude.
Here he offered the crew the choice
of bailing out or remaining in the
aircraft. They chose to stay.
After experimenting with the trim
tab and developing his own traffic
pattern, Capt. Davis elected to bring
hi s disabled C-119 into Idaho Fall s
rather than proceed to Mountain
Home AFB, his home station, where a
FLYING
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10,000-foot runway was available. He
knew that a return flight would place
undue strain on the elevator trim
Lab system, a strain that might mean
total loss of control.
Painstaking experimentation resulted in a successful flareout and
additional 25 knots above normal
approach speed to provide an additional safety factor by keeping the
aircraft out of the speed range where
control response might be sluggish.
An inspection of the aircraft revealed a complete failure of the
right hand elevator bell crank and
of a left hand push-pull rod, prime
movers of the elevator flight t:i.b
control surface.
This is another instance where
thorough knowledge of his aircraft
enabled the pilot to prevent a costly
accident.

Alert Alerts
There are many things that may
aid a pilot in operating his craft
in a safe manner. I believe that one
of these thin gs is the efficient manner
of operation of the Transient Alert
Crew and Base Operations section .
With this thought in mind, I would
like to throw a salute to the Alert
Crews and Base Operation personnel
of Castle, McClellan and McChord
Air Force Bases.
I have been to the above-named
bases on many occasions during the
past year. They have always been
polite, fast and efficient in servicing
my airplane, and in aiding me on any
other matters pertaining to my flight.
ormally, these bases will have an
F-80 serviced and ready to go before
the pilot can check the weather and
fill out a new clearance.
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EXPERIMIS'NTING- Wini T.f\!i TRIM TA\!$
ANl7 POWER /.If FOLJNO THAT LIMITEl7
CONTROL WOULl7 PERMIT A LAN171NG- !
WITl-I LT . ECKSTEIN, COPILOT, IJANVLING
TflE POWER, TllE !'ILOT U5EC7 TAE TRIM
iA'B AN17 FLIGflT CONTROLS TO MAKE
TWO Af'PROACl-\Et;!!

-Capt William F. McCrystal Jr
Asst Director
Academic Training
, Nellis AFB, Nevada

The original art used for
the Well Done feature each
month is mailed to the individual concerned. Along
with the art goes a letter of
commendation for his 201
file from the Director of
Flight Safety Research.

OCTOBER,

1952

-ntE SECOND RE6ULTIN& IN A.f\ARV
LANVING ... MAKIN6 A ReCOVERY 60Al<OLJND A -SLJCCE55FUL LAN!71NGWAS MAl7E ON Tl-IE T/.llRD Al''PROACf.I !
A FINE JOB ON A CRITIC.AL N161-\T
EMER&ENCY.... WELL VON!: !!
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KEEP CURRENT
toward more supersonic aircraft, the
problem of maintainin g sufficient lift
during landing is beginnin g to bother
the slide rule specialists. Working
to overcome this problem, scientists
at the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
Moffett Field, Calif., currently are
conducting tests to reduce landing
speeds of high speed aircraft.
These tests are being held in the
gigantic wind tunnel at Ames, which
is capable of producing wind speeds
up to 250 MPH. The tests are under
the supervision of scientists of the
National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics.
The F -86 is being used for study
of air flow conditions on swept-back
wings at landin g speeds.
Pieces of yarn are attached to
the wing and wing control surfaces
so that air flow patterns can be observed and photographed whi le the
plane is in the wind tunnel.
In connection with the wind tunnel
research program , NACA carries out
extensive flight test programs usin g
specially equ ipped aircraft to obtain
data on wind flow patterns and other
information relative to the in-flight
handling characteristics of various
type airfoils .

Lower Landing Speeds

Research has shown that an important factor in the maximum lift
of a particular wing or flap design
is maintaining a smooth flow of air
over the surfaces at high airplane
angles of attack or large flap deflection angles. Laboratory tests indicate that this smooth flow of air
sometimes breaks down because of a
slow moving sheet of air next to the
wing surface known as the boundary
layer. Scientists have found that if
this slow moving air can be controlled or removed, smoother flow
and hence more lift can be obtained .
With the trend of aircraft design
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That New Look
A Lockheed Corporation test pilot
displays a new helmet designed by
company engineers for its jet jockeys.
The plastic helmet which must be
formfitted to the individual pilot,
has a tinted, plexiglass visor completely masking the pilot's face.
The movable visor can be raised
or lowered and locked into place to
withstand strong airblasts. A knob
on the front of the helmet is used
to move and lock the visor. It also
filters the glare from ultra-violet
rays encountered at high altitudes.
The visor, when locked down, also
protects the oxygen mask.
• • • • • • • • + • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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On Blind Flying . . .

f

Capt. Matthew R. Wilson , School
of A via ti on Medicine, has come up
with two new colors for the plastic
shields used in practice instrument
flying.
The red-green combination once
used by the Air Force was reinvestigated by Capt. Wilson. He found
that it had been abandoned mainly
because the green used in the canopy
shields restricted the observer's vision too much but that the red
goggles were ideal, as red efficiently
transmits light in the red-orange
spectrum.
A new green canopy shield was
developed that increased the total
transmission of light by approximately ten per cent. Tests were made
using the new green against the amber
and the red against the blue goggles.
The tests confirmed that red is superior to blue for goggles and the
new green shield is equal to the
amber as a transmitter of light
through the canopy.
As soon as the tests are complete
the School expects to make an official report to the Air Force, recommending adoption of the red -green
filter system .

Sierra Wave Project
Meteorologi sts at the University of
California at Los Angeles currently
are working on a wind flow project
which should prove to be of great
benefit to pilots who Ay over mountainous terrain.
Useful flyin g directives applying to
mountainous terrain in general may
result from the project. e
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Miss Sonja Henie

can be an expert on ice!
W

HETHER you wear skates on your feet or skis on

your ai rplane, it pays to be an expert. Miss Heni e is
a professional on ice- a pilot should be, too. But the
pilot need to be a different kind of ice expert. When
he takes a fa ll on ice, the results are usually much more
serious. Like many other thin gs, ice doesn't mix too
well wi th flyin g. However, the two can get alon g together.
All it takes is a pilot who knows hi s bu siness . And his
business in cludes knowin g all about ice.

Be Smart-Expect lee!

KNOW YOUR CiROUND ·AIR EMERGENCY CODE

I II
REQUIRE
DOCTOR
SERIOUS
INJURY

REQUIRE
MEDICAL
SUPPLIES

x F -,, K -r
......<u>.....,

....

UNABLE
TO
PROCEED

REQUIRE
FOOD AND
WATER

REQUIRE
FIREARMS
AND AMMO.

INDICATE
DIRECTION
TO PROCEED

•

AM GOING
IN THIS
DIRECTION

f

i

I>
Will
ATTEMPT
TAKE-OFF

L-.
AIRCRAFT
BADLY
DAMAGED

y
LL
N
L
A
PROBABLY
SAFE TO
LAND HERE

JLWD
NOT
UNDERSTOOD

REQUIRE
ENGINEER

REQUIRE
MAP AND
COMPASS

All WELL

REQUIRE
FUEL AND

NO

YES

OIL

I
I
REQUIRE
SIGNAL
LAMP

l

Take care to form the signals exactly as shown to avoid possible
confusion. Check your Radio Data
and Flight Information Manual
(AN 08-15-2) for these and other
type signals.

IF YOU'RE DOWN •.. MAKE THE SIGNS OF SURVIVAL
Lay out these signs accurately by using: rocks, tree branches, logs. Peel logs and
float them on lakes. Dig trenches in sod. 'J'ramp trenches in sand or snow. Use
sea marker to dye snow or light sand. Build fences of anything to throw
shadow to form the symbols. Endeavor to create the greatest color contrast
between signal and background. Make the signals as large as possible ...
at least eight feet high.

Read "Survive in the Arctic" in this Issue of
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